Cloud9 utilises Microsoft’s Azure
platform to provide its clients with
Infrastructure as a Service, Application
Platform as a Service and Cloud
Storage Services.
Microsoft is the only vendor positioned
as a Leader across Gartner’s Magic
Quadrants for the second consecutive
year.
Read Gartner’s Magic Quadrant
for Cloud Infrastructure as a Service,
for Cloud Storage Services and
for Enterprise Application Platform as a
Service.

Use an open and
flexible cloud service
platform
Azure supports the broadest selection
of operating systems, programming
languages, frameworks, tools,
databases and devices. Azure cloud
service supports the same

Extend your existing IT

technologies that millions of
developers and IT professionals
already rely on and trust.

Azure, easily integrates with your
existing IT environment through the
largest network of secure private
connections, Azure hybrid cloud
solutions give you the best of both
worlds: more IT options, less
complexity and cost. It’s why it’s one of
the best cloud computing
services available.
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Scale when you need
to, pay as you go
Azure’s pay-as-you-go services can
quickly scale up or down to match
demand, so you only pay for what you
use. Per-minute billing and
a commitment to match competitor
prices for popular infrastructure
services such as compute, storage and
bandwidth mean you’re always getting
unbeatable price for performance.

Protect your data
We know some organisations are still
wary of the cloud. That’s why Microsoft
has made an industry-leading
commitment to the protection and
privacy of your data. Microsoft were
the first cloud provider recognised by
the European Union’s data protection

Rely on a trusted cloud
service
Azure is engineered to handle any
workload. More than 66 percent of

authorities for commitment to rigorous
EU privacy laws. Microsoft was also the
first major cloud provider to adopt the
new international cloud privacy
standard, ISO 27018.

Fortune 500 companies rely on Azure,
which offers enterprise grade SLAs on
services, 24/7 tech support, and roundthe-clock service health monitoring.
Customers include Skanska, Heineken,
3M, Dyson, Paul Smith, Mazda, GE
Healthcare, Trek, McKesson, Milliman,
Towers Watson, NBC Sports, TVB, and
many, many more.
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